DECLARATION OF INNOVATION
Proprietary features by POF-USA

82 CHAMBERS ARE BUILT INTO EVERY RIFLE WE MAKE
POF's patented E2 dual-extraction technology allows a small amount of gas pressure to push against the neck of the spent case, assisting in extraction by breaking the seal between the chamber and case. This also pushes the spent case to the rear as the extractor is pulling to the rear, removing a tremendous amount of work that would otherwise be left up to the extractor. With the E2 chamber, your extractor can last up to five times longer.

ROLLER CAM PIN
Our patented roller cam pin is a prime example of how we strive to reduce friction and drag in the action. Standard AR cam pins feature a square steel head that literally grinds and carves away at the inside of the receiver. POF's NP3 coated roller head actually rolls inside the channel of the upper, thus eliminating friction and prolonging the life of the upper.

OVERSIZED HEAT SINK BARREL NUT
The patented oversized heat sink barrel nut is one of our most significant innovations as it distinguishes us from the competition. It completely encompass the chamber and the result is the barrel can withstand extreme temperatures and pressures. When you take into account the radiation properties of aluminum compared to traditional steel, you have 17 times more heat dissipation than a standard AR.

MOA GUARANTEED
All of our rifles are MOA guaranteed. You can count on your POF-USA firearm when your shot has to count.

GEN 4 RECEIVER
Our billet receivers are designed around shooter comfort and solid ergonomics for both right and left handed shooters.

TO OUR LOYAL CUSTOMERS:
2020 was a year of trials, tribulations, and loss for both our country and the POF-USA family. On June 18th we lost our company’s founder and head patriot, Frank Lynn DeSomma. Frank left behind a legacy that we will undoubtedly continue to grow and live on in his memory. We have seen a year of unparalleled growth within the firearms industry. We have never seen such an overwhelming amount of support from our friends, partners, and fans of POF-USA and we are truly grateful for every single one of you. As for both our company and country, we will continue to fight and defend our 2nd amendment rights as well as supporting the fight to reverse our country’s health and well-being.

Thank you on behalf of all of us here at POF-USA.

Tracy DeSomma President POF-USA

PHONE: 623.561.9572  WEB: POF-USA.COM
PRODUCT QUESTIONS: SALES@POF-USA.COM
TECHNICAL SUPPORT: TECHNICAL@POF-USA.COM

*Furniture shown may change based on market conditions.
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The Revolution is proof that engineering is in our blood, and innovation in our heart. Thanks to the breakthroughs of the Revolution, we are able to make our large caliber rifles the smallest and lightest on the market. All of our .308 and 6.5 Creedmoor offerings now share the Revolution stature. We started with the footprint of the AR15, matching it pin hole to pin hole, giving you the smallest .308 AR available in the world today. Here’s how it stacks up against the AR-10 and the so-called small frame AR-10’s (which we will now refer to them as “intermediate frame”).

Upper receivers from left to right: AR-10, Intermediate Frame AR-10, Revolution (same length, carrier diameter, and size as AR-10), AR15.

Charging handles from left to right: AR-10, Intermediate Frame AR-10, Revolution/AR-15 (same charging handle).


Barrel extensions from left to right: AR-10, Intermediate Frame AR-10, Revolution (same length and diameter as AR-15), AR15.

The bolt carrier has been reduced in size to match the AR-15. From left to right: AR-10, Intermediate Frame AR-10, Revolution (same size as AR-15), AR-15.

The bolt of our revolution platform is the same size as an AR-15. To compensate for loss of material, we’ve completely changed the metallurgy of the common bolt. From left to right: AR-10, Intermediate Frame AR-10, Revolution, AR-15.

Pin hole to pin hole, the Revolution platform (top) is the same size as an AR-15 (bottom).

WHAT’S SO SPECIAL ABOUT THE REVOLUTION & ROGUE?

.308 WIN REVOLUTION

.223 REM (RENEGADE+)
5.9 pounds. That’s all you’ll need to carry in a semi-auto rifle capable of taking down any game animal in North America. The Rogue is the lightest .308 AR in the world and the same size as your AR-15... except it’s lighter and more capable. Plus, thanks to its ridiculously light weight, never before has a semi-auto .308 been a more realistic option to carry in the field, no matter how far that journey.

**Caliber:** .308 Win

**Colorways:** Black Anodized, Patriot Brown Cerakote

**Configurations:** Rifle, Pistol

The Rogue Pistol weighs just 5.6 pounds.

The new Patriot Brown Cerakote blends in for any adventure.

**Guarantee**

**PG 7**
THE ALL NEW PRESCOTT

Built on the Rogue platform, the Prescott makes hunting with a semi-automatic rifle more mobile than ever before. At only 7 pounds, the 6.5 Creedmoor Prescott is built to hunt, and go everywhere you do.

**CALIBER:** 6.5 Creedmoor  
**COLORWAYS:** Black Anodized, Patriot Brown Cerakote  
**CONFIGURATIONS:** Rifle

The Prescott’s 20” barrel is the perfect blend of portability and ballistic performance.
THE REVOLUTION IS THE SAME SIZE AS YOUR AR-15

THE REVOLUTION ™ IS OUR .308 RIFLE — BECAUSE IT’S THE SAME SIZE AND WEIGHT AS ONE. We developed it with many years of experience with .308 rifles. It’s a .308 and delivers the features you want — but it’s just as small and lightweight as an AR-15. It’s packed with every innovation available from POF-USA today, this full featured rifle boasts weights starting at just 6.8 pounds (Direct Impingement) and 7.35 pounds (Gas Piston). It’s not a stripped down rifle saving weight by taking extra cuts or lacking the features serious shooter want. We’ve worked patriot magic into the Revolution by using a 5.56 bolt carrier and other 5.56 parts allowing for a shorter overall receiver size and reduced weight. You have just found your “one gun.”

MOA Guarantee

E2 Chamber

Heat Sink

Roller Cam Pin

CALIBER: .308 WIN, 6.5 Creedmoor // COLORWAYS: Black Anodized, Cerakote Burnt Bronze // CONFIGURATIONS: Rifle, Pistol

Sporting, defense, or trail companion, the Revolution is the best you can get.
.22 LR JUST GOT BETTER, AND MORE FUN.

The most fun you've had with a .22LR. Having a bad day? One pull of the trigger on the Rebel will make you smile. We had to bring a quality to this platform that hasn't been seen before. Aside from its light weight of just over 3 pounds, the Rebel is equipped with a Mission First Tactical pistol blade, Enhanced Pressure Device, and threaded barrel ready for your suppressor. The receiver accepts AR-15 pattern stocks and braces, and the trigger and selector are also compatible with AR-15 options.

**CALIBER:** .22LR

**COLORWAYS:** Black Anodized

**CONFIGURATIONS:** Pistol

The Rebel features a monolithic upper receiver and injection molded lower receiver. The model shown above is the short barrel version.

Compatible with the widely available 10/22® magazine.

Suppressor ready right out of the box!
UNSTOPPABLE IN UNFAVORABLE CONDITIONS

The P415 was engineered to be virtually unstoppable in unfavorable conditions. It is a product of continuous development and improvement to the AR platform that no other rifle company has attempted or succeeded at. The reliability has been tested time after time, making it the pinnacle of all-purpose 5.56 caliber sporting rifles. The P415 simply will not fail when you need it most.

The piston driven P415 is the king of all torture tests. Features that amount to performance, the Renegade+ has no equal in its class.
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**HOMEGROWN PATRIOTISM**

The Minuteman has everything a respectable rifle needs and nothing it doesn’t. It’s packed with the controls and enhancements most important to remain mobile, light, and reliable. Go ahead and stack these features up to your favorite “other brand” carbine. We think you’ll be impressed.

**FAST AND LIGHT**

The Wonder provides a beautiful balance between utility and luxury. It features our ambidextrous rear sling mount, Renegade Rail with patent pending heat sink barrel nut, Keylock bolt carrier group, ambidextrous charging handle, single stage straight match grade trigger, and our Micro & Single port muzzle brakes. The Wonder is ready for the range or the field right out of the box.

**CALIBER:** .223 REM

**COLORWAYS:** Black Anodized, Tungsten Cerakote

**CONFIGURATIONS:** Rifle, Pistol

**CALIBER:** .223 REM

**COLORWAYS:** Titanium Cerakote

**CONFIGURATIONS:** Rifle
QUIT SETTLING FOR “GOOD ENOUGH”

When it’s time to enhance your AR, look no further than POF-USA. Our proprietary parts are available on their own, empowering you to upgrade to some of the best accessories on the market. See more at POF-USA.com
IN MEMORY OF

FRANK L. DESOMMA
“MR. PATRIOT”

DECEMBER 10, 1962 - JUNE 18, 2020

A man with a vision who created his own American Dream.
He believed it. He lived it.
His patriotism unwavering like his love of family.
He will be missed by all.